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Outdoor Musical 
Instruments





Music is Joy
JOY THAT CAN BE HEARD AND FELT, whether it is bold or 

subtle, composed or random. Musical instruments offer a 

unique way for kids and adults to be creative and express 

themselves both physically and emotionally.

Rhapsody® Outdoor Musical Instruments from Landscape 

Structures invite kids and adults of all ages to join the band.  

This superior collection of chimes, metallophones, bells and 

drums welcomes polished musicians and musical newbies  

alike to explore the power of rhythm, experience subtle shifts 

in tone and discover the many ways individual sounds can be  

creatively combined.

The joy of making music can be enjoyed at any age.  

Standard-size Rhapsody instruments are perfect for all 

ages and are wheelchair accessible. Several instruments 

are smaller and lower to the ground, just right for kids 

ages 2 to 5.
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This playful and elegant collection  
lends itself to any environment.  
Rhapsody® Outdoor Musical Instruments 
can be placed together for jamming, 
or spread about individually. Their solo 
sounds are just as beautiful as when 
they are combined together.

We consulted with a musical advisor to ensure  

every instrument in this collection achieves precision 

manufacturing and consistency in tones, elevating 

random jam sessions to grand concerts. Not only is  

the music quality top notch, so is the durability of these 

instruments, which can endure years of music-making  

in the elements.

Rhapsody Outdoor Musical Instruments are the perfect  

addition to playgrounds, community centers, schools, 

early childhood and childcare facilities, senior centers  

and other public spaces. This multigenerational activity 

encourages people of all ages and abilities to share their 

musical creativity, knowledge and joy with one another.
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U.S. Patent numbers 9,734,808, 9,773,482 and 9,818,384 and other 

patents pending.
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Tongue Drum6

Cascata™ Bells  

Vertical bells create 10 different tones on this outdoor musical 

instrument. Use the attached mallet to ring out notes one at a time or 

glide the mallet over all the bells for a fun music-making experience. 

The Cascata Bells are the perfect instrument for musicians of all ages 

and abilities.

•  Bells made of anodized 
aluminum

•  Choice of ProShield®  
color for arch

•  Choice of Permalene® 
color for mallet holder

#250340
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Vibra™ Chimes  

Eight large chimes, each with their own mallet, play the 

eight lowest notes in the Rhapsody® collection. So invite 

your friends—old and new—as well as family members to 

join in this fully inclusive musical experience. Choose all 

eight chimes to create a diatonic scale, five for a pentatonic 

scale, four to create a major chord or place individual, 

multi-sized chimes throughout your playspace.

•  Tubes made of anodized 
aluminum

•  Choice of ProShield® 
color for arches

•  Choice of Permalene® 
color for mallet holder

#251573 Diatonic scale 
(8 notes)

#251574 Pentatonic scale 
(5 notes)

#251575 Major chord 
(4 notes)

#252557 Chime 1 
(lowest note)

#252556 Chime 2

#252555 Chime 3

#252554 Chime 4

#252553 Chime 5

#252552 Chime 6

#252551 Chime 7

#252550 Chime 8 
(highest note)
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7Tongue Drum

Tongue Drum  

The Tongue Drum joins the Rhapsody family of drums  

to create a fantastic drum line. With six distinct notes 

that can be played with fingers, knuckles or hands,  

users of all ages and abilities can rap the different 

“tongues” of the drum to create various sounds  

and tunes. Also available with an attached mallet  

for supervised environments.

•  Choice of ProShield 
color for frame

•  Choice of Permalene 

color for accent  
ring and optional  
mallet holder

#253114
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Grandioso® Chimes  

Players can soar two full octaves across this extravagant instrument, 

striking rich tones in a major key. Fully wheelchair accessible,  

everyone can take part in experiencing the great musical quality.  

Two mallets accommodate both solo performances and playing  

compositions with friends, new and old.

•  Chimes made from  
anodized aluminum

•  Choice of ProShield®  
color for arches

•  Choice of Permalene® 
color for mallet holder 
and discs

#214442
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Vivo® Metallophone  

Grab a mallet and experience all 15 lush notes on this 

captivating instrument. Young and not-so-young  

musicians can create their own music or sound out  

familiar tunes together. Because it’s fully inclusive,  

everyone gets a chance to play along.

MADE FOR MUSIC

Sound quality is so 

important, and no detail 

is too small. For the left 

mallet, we selected the 

rubber that would  

optimize the tones 

along the left side. Then 

we did the same for the 

right mallet. Both  

mallets slip easily into 

holders so they don’t 

have to touch the ground.

•  Tubes made from  
anodized aluminum

•  Choice of ProShield®  
color and two 
Permalene® colors

#214441
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Animato® Metallophone  

Flat bars make up the 15 major notes on this instrument, 

but the sound of each still resounds. Plink, plunk out a  

favorite tune. Or put your musical creativity together 

with a friend’s and start scoring your own opus.

•  Bars made from  
anodized aluminum

•  Choice of ProShield  

color and two 
Permalene colors

#214438
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MADE TO LAST

The mallets are a critical 

part of the melodic  

instruments, so we  

manufactured them to stay 

in place. Attached to the 

instrument by coated steel 

cable, the mallets cannot 

be pulled out or cut off,  

ensuring they are available  

anytime budding  

musicians want to play.
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Three Ways to Drum  
No kid (and very few adults) can resist a good drum, let  

alone three. Our high-quality drum skins are made from  

polycarbonate, textured on the underside for a professional  

finish. They’ve been tested to stand up to the rigors of play  

and temperature extremes, yet still deliver solid beats for years  

to come. While they’re intended to be played with hands, we 

know kids—sticks are fine, too. All three are fully inclusive,  

welcoming the whole community to join in on the drum jam.

A. Kundu Drum
•  Choice of  

ProShield® color and  
Permalene® color

#214444

B. Kettle Drum
•  Choice of  

ProShield color and  
Permalene color

#214445

C. Goblet Drum
•  Choice of  

ProShield color and  
Permalene color

#214443
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Music within Reach
Little ones can enjoy the same great sound, but now the  

instruments are a bit smaller and lower to the ground—right at 

their level. Ideal for childcare centers, preschools and other early 

childhood facilities, or anywhere you know tiny ones will want  

in on the action.
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Warble® Chimes Ages 2 to 5

Kids can bing and bong their way  

along one full octave on this richly 

toned instrument. 

•  Chimes made from anodized  
aluminum

•  Choice of ProShield® color for arches

•  Choice of Permalene® color for  
mallet holder

#228214

Jingle® Metallophone  Ages 2 to 5

Eight brilliant notes ring out from the 

tubes of this junior-sized instrument. 

• Tubes made from anodized aluminum

•  Choice of ProShield color and  
two Permalene colors

#228213

Ditty™ Metallophone  Ages 2 to 5

Little ones will enjoy making up  

tunes with the eight major notes these  

flat bars make.

• Bars made from anodized aluminum

•  Choice of ProShield color and  
two Permalene colors

#228212
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Drums for Little Thumpers  Ages 2 to 5

Younger kids get to enjoy the same quality drums, just at a lower level for  

easy reaching.

Kettle Drum Junior
•  Choice of ProShield color  

and Permalene  accent color

#228217

Goblet Drum Junior
•  Choice of ProShield color  

and Permalene  accent color

#228215
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Kundu Drum Junior
•  Choice of ProShield color  

and Permalene  accent color

#228218

Tongue Drum Junior 
•  Choice of ProShield® color  

and Permalene® accent color

• Optional attached mallet

#250341
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The material difference
High-quality materials make the Rhapsody® Outdoor Musical  

Instruments great sounding, beautiful looking and long-lasting.

Anodized aluminum  Corrosion resistant and slightly 

textured, this material also creates rich and resounding 

musical tones.

ProShield® Finish  A finish so 

tough, it substantially increases 

the durability of our products.

Rubber mallets  Designed to optimize the sound of 

the notes within their reach.

Recycled Permalene®   
Available in a vivid spectrum 

of colors and continues to look 

new year after year.

Polycarbonate drum skins  A professional finish  

produces quality sound, plus proven durability for 

continued fun.
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Since 1971, Landscape Structures Inc. has been the leading manufacturer of commercial playground equipment  
in the world. Our employee-owned company designs community and school playgrounds that encourage kids of  
all ages and abilities to learn persistence, leadership, competition, bravery, support and empathy through play.  

We push the limits—of design, inclusion, play—to help kids realize there is no limit to what they can  
do today and in the future. For a better tomorrow, we play today. 
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